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Abstract

We address the problem of autonomously exploring unknown objects in a scene by consecutive depth acquisitions. The goal is to reconstruct the scene while online identifying the objects from among a large collection of 3D shapes. Fine-grained shape identification demands a meticulous series of observations attending to varying views and parts of the object of interest. Inspired by the recent success of attention-based models for 2D recognition, we develop a 3D Attention Model that selects the best views to scan from, as well as the most informative regions in each view to focus on, to achieve efficient object recognition. The region-level attention leads to focus-driven features which are quite robust against object occlusion. The attention model, trained with the 3D shape collection, encodes the temporal dependencies among consecutive views with deep recurrent networks. This facilitates order-aware view planning accounting for robot movement cost. In achieving instance identification, the shape collection is organized into a hierarchy, associated with pre-trained hierarchical classifiers. The effectiveness of our method is demonstrated on an autonomous robot (PR) that explores a scene pre-trained hierarchical classifiers. The effectiveness of our method is demonstrated on an autonomous robot (PR) that explores a scene.
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1 Introduction

Autonomous acquisition and modeling of indoor environments by a robot has a wide variety of potential applications, ranging from object manipulation by service robots, to content preparation for virtual and augmented reality. In view of the fast development of 3D sensing techniques and the proliferation of 3D geometric shape datasets, we approach online indoor scene reconstruction via utilizing depth acquisition and adopting data-driven shape analysis. Given a series of progressively acquired 2.5D depth images, the task involves first extracting potential objects, and then identifying for each object the most similar 3D shape from a database to build the scene. The process of identification would guide the robot to select the best view for the next observation. Our work focuses on this second part, i.e., guided acquisition for object identification.

Autonomous object identification is a challenging setting. First of all, unlike coarse-level shape classification, e.g., discriminating a chair from a bicycle for which a single view would suffice, fine-grained object identification over a large shape collection is a significantly harder endeavor. The latter often requires meticulous observations from varying view angles. During robot-operated multi-view recognition, it is indispensable to attain intelligent view planning accounting for both recognition efficiency and robot movement cost. On the other hand, since the object is unknown, planning the views to best discriminate it within a shape collection is a daunting task. Indeed, object recognition and view planning are coupled problems, calling for a unified optimization framework. Moreover, real indoor scenes are often cluttered, causing the target objects to be occluded. Occlusion may not only degrade recognition accuracy but also invalidate the off-line learned viewing policy.

The recent interest in attention mechanism has led to great success in various vision tasks based on 2D images (e.g. [Mnih et al. 2014; Xu et al. 2015b]). Attention-based models achieve both efficiency and accuracy by focusing their processing only on the most informative parts of the input, with respect to a specific task. This is inspired by the observation that humans focus attention selectively on regions of the image being observed. Information gained progressively from different fixations is integrated to approach a desired goal and to guide future attention. Such mechanism, being simultaneously goal-directed and stimulus-driven [Corbetta and Shulman 2002], fits well to our problem setting by solving both object recognition and guided acquisition in a unified optimization.

In this work, we propose a 3D Attention Model with the objective of object identification. The model encompasses two levels of attention. The first level selects the next-best-views (NBVs) for
depth acquisition targeting at an object of interest, while the second concentrates on the most discriminative regions in each view for part-based recognition. Both levels are trained using synthetic 3D models, with respect to the task of object classification. The view-level attention is formulated as sequential NBV regression based on Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs). In each time step, it integrates the order-aware information of all past views and estimates the next best one. The region-level attention is embodied in learning occlusion-tolerant features for object classification. The resulting focus-driven features attend only to the parts which are both visible and characteristic, significantly increasing the chance of successful recognition under partial occlusion.

Our method is integrated with an autonomous system of scene scanning and object extraction [Xu et al. 2015a], operated by a personal robot holding a depth camera. Focusing on an extracted object, the robot performs active depth acquisition guided by predicted NBVs, to identify the object. The retrieved 3D model is inserted into the scene, to replace the object scan, thus progressively constructing a 3D scene model (Figure 1). Our main contributions include:

- A 3D attention model for active 3D object identification with multi-view depth acquisition.
- Sequential modeling of NBV regression based on a new recurrent architecture integrating efficient view aggregation.
- Focus-driven feature learning based on part-level attention for occluded object recognition.
- An autonomous system of online object identification.

2 Related Work

Online scene analysis and modeling. With the fast development of commodity depth cameras and real-time reconstruction techniques (e.g., [Newcombe et al. 2011; Nießner et al. 2013]), online scene analysis during the scanning process becomes increasingly popular, due to its advantages facilitating instant user interaction [Zhang et al. 2014; Valentin et al. 2015], autonomous scanning guidance [Xu et al. 2015a], and scene modeling with 3D shape database [Salas-Moreno et al. 2012]. Our work also takes the data-driven approach. But unlike existing works that rely either on partial scans [Li et al. 2015a] or depth videos [Chen et al. 2014], we opt for 3D recognition based on a sparse set of view observations, taking advantage of recent advances on multi-view deep learning models for 3D geometric data [Su et al. 2015a].

Active reconstruction and recognition. The classical next-best-view problem has mostly been considered in active 3D acquisition for surface reconstruction, aiming at covering the surface of an object with a minimal scanning effort [Wu et al. 2014]. Other works develop NBV methods to reduce the recognition uncertainty with a minimal number of views [Atanasov et al. 2014; Wu et al. 2015]. Recently, Xu et al. [2015a] present robot-operated scene reconstruction with active object segmentation. The geometry-based object segmentation can generate object proposals for our work.

The recent work of Wu et al. [2015] is the most closely related to ours. They adopt a volumetric representation of 3D shapes and train a Convolutional Deep Belief Network (CDBN) to model the joint distribution over volume occupancy and shape category, serving as a shape classifier. By sampling from the distribution, they can perform shape completion based on the observed depth images, over which virtual scanning is performed to estimate the information gain of a view. Our method differs from theirs in three major aspects. First, our attention model is sequential in nature, facilitating a global view planning as well as the incorporation of movement cost. Second, we address the problem of instance-level recognition from a large shape database, for which a single classifier is infeasible for the highly fine-grained discrimination. Third, our NBV predictor is fully trained in the off-line stage and no online sampling is required, making it efficient for online active recognition.

Fine-grained shape classification. Fine-grained object classification has been a hot topic in computer vision (e.g. [Krause et al. 2015]), and recently draws increasing attention from the graphics community [Huang et al. 2013; Kleiman et al. 2015]. Fine-grained classification often calls for localized analysis with more discriminative features. In our work, we cast the problem of object identification from a 3D shape collection into instance-level classification, in analogy to the person re-identification problem [Haque et al. 2016]. Therefore, the number of classes handled by our method is extremely huge when a large shape repository (e.g., ShapeNet [Su et al. 2015c]) is employed. A large number of classes amplifies the difficulty of lacking training data. We address these difficulties by learning a hierarchy of coarse-to-fine classifiers.

Learning a hierarchy has been widely practiced in scalable image classification, with either supervised construction based on semantic taxonomies [Li et al. 2010], or unsupervised discovery from a collection of images [Bart et al. 2008]. To mitigate early misclassification at high levels, relaxed hierarchy of binary classifiers is introduced [Gao and Koller 2011]. At each node, a subset of confusing instances is extracted, whose classification is postponed to the finer-grained classifiers of lower levels. We learn a relaxed hierarchy of multi-class classifiers in a weakly supervised fashion, where the features at each level are progressively enhanced to accommodate the increasingly fine-grained classification.

Attention-based models. Sequential modeling with deep learning models has been gaining extensive research lately, which reactivated the interest on attention-based models in various tasks. Attention models exploit the spatial or temporal structure of the input by a sequence of partial observation and combine the acquired information over time to build up an internal representation of an object or a scene. Such models have achieved notable success in 2D object recognition [Mnih et al. 2014; Ba et al. 2014], image classification [Xiao et al. 2015], image captioning [Xu et al. 2015b], and more recently for person identification from volumetric 3D data [Haque et al. 2016]. To our knowledge, our work is the first to adapt attention mechanism for view-based 3D shape recognition.

3 Overview

Online object identification. Our system starts by roughly scanning the target scene, and performs 3D geometry-based object-level segmentation over the 3D scan using the method in [Xu et al. 2015a]. The segmented objects serve as 3D object proposals to bootstrap our active recognition. Targeting at one object proposal, our goal is to identify it from among a large shape collection, with multi-view depth observations. The 3D shape which is the most similar to the object is retrieved and placed into the scene with proper orientation and scaling, to replace the corresponding object scan. This repeats until all object proposals are processed, resulting in a partially modeled 3D scene.

Recurrent 3D attention model. To approach active 3D object identification, we propose a recurrent 3D attention model (3D-RAM) which performs both instance-level shape classification and sequential NBV regression (Figure 2d). At each time step, the robot acquires a depth image, updates the internal state of the recurrent model by aggregating the new view with the past ones, conducts shape classification, and regresses the next-best-view. Motivated by the effective view aggregation of Multi-View Convolutional Neural
Networks (MV-CNN) [Su et al. 2015a], we implant the MV-CNN into our recurrent network and derive a Multi-View RNN (MV-RNN), achieving more efficient model training and inference.

 Enhancement to 3D-RAM. We introduce two enhancements to the visual feature encoding of depth images, for improved fine-grained classification and robust recognition under occlusion, respectively. Firstly, we organize the shape collection with a hierarchy of coarse-to-fine MV-CNN classifiers, to progressively approach instance-level classification (Figure 2b). The CNN at a node is trained by fine-tuning the one inherited from its parent node, thus learning enhanced features particularly effective for the fine-grained task of the current level. Secondly, to tolerate object occlusion, we learn at each node focus-driven features based on part-level attention. This feature encodes the information of both characteristic part discerning and part-based shape discrimination, thus being quite robust against partial occlusion. Both the learning and inference of MV-RNN are coupled with hierarchy traversing. At a given node during the traverse, the corresponding features learned for that node are employed by the MV-RNN (Figure 2c).

4 3D attention model for object identification

Attention models are particularly amenable for tasks where the agent has only partial observation against the target object/scene. Different from existing attention-based models for 2D vision tasks, where the focuses are regions of a 2D image, the attentions in our problem setting are naturally the views in 3D space pointing to a 3D object. Let us denote by $Q^t := (v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_t)$ a sequence of $t$ sensor views targeting at the object of interest, or $t$ virtual views sampled around a 3D model. Denote by $d_t$ the depth image captured/rendered from view $v_t$. When the context is clear, we refer to a view and its corresponding depth image interchangeably.

4.1 Goal and stimulus

There are two driving factors in attention mechanism: 1) a goal that an agent tries to achieve and 2) stimulus the agent receives at every time step. Both factors direct the agent in selecting its attention for obtaining new information. In light of this, we start by discussing 1) our core task of 3D object identification as well as ii) the view-based depth image serving as visual stimulus.

3D object identification. We formulate this problem as instance-level 3D shape classification. To learn a 3D shape classifier, we adopt the projective approach and perform classification based on multi-view rendered depth images, inspired by the recent work of Multi-View CNN (MV-CNN) trained with rendered RGB images [Su et al. 2015a]. Working with multi-view depth images offers a natural connection to the setting of 3D recognition based on 2.5D depth acquisition, avoiding the costly conversion between views and a full volume as in [Wu et al. 2015].

The success of MV-CNN can be attributed to the per-view feature learning and the multi-view feature aggregation. The key idea is to insert a view pooling layer between the feature extraction layers (denoted as $\text{CNN}_1$) and the classification ones ($\text{CNN}_2$) of a CNN; see Figure 3(a) for illustration. Multi-view depth images are fed into the multiple view channels, each represented by several convolutional layers with shared weights, for feature extraction. The multi-view feature maps are then integrated via max pooling operation and passed to the remaining layers for classification. We embed a pre-trained MV-CNN into our attention model as a visual subnetwork to perform multi-view object recognition.

View-based observation. In order to achieve continuous view planning, we work with the full viewing space parameterized on a viewing sphere around a 3D model in training or an object of interest during testing (see the inserted figure). At any given view, a 2.5D depth image is either rendered from the targeted 3D model or captured for the object of interest, which is input into our attention model. We cast the problem of NBV estimation into a view regression over the viewing parameters. Taking a sequence of $t$ past views $Q^t$ as input, the trained NBV regressor estimates the parameters of the optimal next view $v_{t+1}$, which is defined as the relative sensor movement with respect to the initial view $v_0$ (the blue arrow). Specifically, the next view $v_{t+1}$ (red arrow) is parameterized in the local spherical coordinate system built w.r.t. $v_0$: $\vartheta_{t+1}|v_0 = \{\rho, \theta, \varphi\}$, where $\rho$, $\theta$ and $\varphi$ are the radius distance to the shape center, azimuthal and polar angle, respectively. Note that by working with a fixed local reference frame, the subsequent views can be directly obtained, without the requirement of object orientation.

4.2 Recurrent attention model for NBV regression

We model 3D view-based attention using recurrent neural networks (RNNs), inspired by the recently proposed Recurrent Attention Model (RAM) for 2D digit recognition [Mnih et al. 2014]. RNN can be viewed as a discrete-time dynamic system with sequential input and output. At each time step, it processes the input obser-
To adapt this model to our problem setting, we take the advantage of MV-CNN in multi-view 3D object recognition and propose a 3D-RAM, based on a new architecture which we call MV-RNN (Figure 3b). Similar to RAM, our recurrent network is comprised of subnetworks responsible for input processing, information aggregation, action generation and next view prediction, respectively. There are, however, two major differences. First of all, we devise max-pooling-based recurrent units to achieve powerful view aggregation as in MV-CNN. Second, the glimpse integration of depth images and view parameters is postponed after the above view aggregation, to attain more informative NBV estimation. Below, we explain the detailed design and arrangement of our network.

View aggregation network. Given the input depth image of the current view, we extract its feature map by passing it through CNN1: \( c_t = f_{\text{CNN1}}(d_t; \theta_{\text{CNN1}}) \). \( \theta_{\text{CNN1}} \) summarizes the parameters of CNN1 which are pre-trained outside the recurrent network. The extracted feature map \( c_t \) is then integrated with those of all past views via max pooling: \( h^{(1)}_t = \text{fMP}(c_t, h^{(1)}_{t-1}) \), where \( \text{fMP} \) performs element-wise max operation for two vectors. The hidden recurrent units \( h^{(1)}_t \) store the feature map aggregated for views until time \( t \). See these subnetworks in Figure 3(b), with the color-coding in correspondence to those in MV-CNN in 3(a). By embedding pre-trained MV-CNN, the resulting MV-RNN achieves more efficient training and more accurate classification (Figure 4).

View glimpse network. This network amalgamates the information of both aggregated depth information and the parameters of the previous view, \( \psi_{t-1} \), and outputs a feature vector describing the viewing “glimpse” of the current step. The former part simply comes from the hidden recurrent unit \( h^{(1)}_t \) output by the view aggregation network. The viewing parameters are encoded into a feature vector by a non-linear function: \( s_t = f_{\text{G}}(\psi_t; \theta_{\text{G}}) \), which shares the same dimension with \( h^{(1)}_t \). The final glimpse vector is formed by the element-wise multiplication of \( h^{(1)}_t \) and \( s_t \): \( g_t = h^{(1)}_t \odot s_t \). Since the glimpse network is postponed after the view aggregation, the resulting glimpse vector encodes the integration of all past observations. This provides a more efficient way of imparting contextual information to the following view regression.

Glimpse aggregation network. To aggregate the information gained from all past glimpses, we employ a second layer of recurrent hidden units, \( h^{(2)}_t \), which relay the past information from \( h^{(2)}_t \) while absorbing new data from the current glimpse \( g_t: h^{(2)}_t = f_K(h^{(2)}_{t-1}; g_t; \theta_K) \). We use “vanilla” recurrent units instead of Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) ones [Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997] since our view sequences are generally not very long.

NBV regression network. To regress the best view for the next time step, this subnetwork takes the current state of the above recurrent units as input and produces a vector of NBV parameters. This amounts to a fully connected layer that maps the hidden units \( h^{(2)}_t \) to viewing parameters: \( \eta_{t+1} = f_K(h^{(2)}; \theta_K) \).

Classification network. At each time step, our model makes a prediction about the class label \( y \) of the object of interest, based on the first recurrent hidden units \( h^{(1)}_t \). We opt for conducting classification right after the view aggregation layer, instead of the glimpse aggregation one, since the former already makes predictions with high accuracy. To this end, we simply put CNN2 after \( h^{(1)}_t \) to produce a vector of classification probabilities over all labels: \( p_t(y|Q^f) = f_{\text{CNN2}}(h^{(1)}_t; \theta_{\text{CNN2}}) \). Note that CNN2 is also pre-trained beforehand, independent of MV-RNN.

4.3 Training and inference

Our MV-RNN is trained using 3D shape database via identifying them with virtually scanned depth images. Since the ground-truth label for each shape is known \textit{a priori}, we can formulate the learning as a supervised classification problem using cross-entropy loss. Minimizing the loss is equivalent to maximizing the log-likelihood of class label, which can be marginalized over the latent observation views \( v: \log \sum_v p(v|S, \Theta)p(y|v, S, \Theta) \) with \( S \) being the 3D shape and \( \Theta \) the parameters of MV-RNN.

The marginalized objective function can be optimized via maximizing its lower bound as shown in [Ba et al. 2014]:

\[
\max \mathcal{F} = \sum_v p(v|S, \Theta) \log p(y|v, S, \Theta). \tag{1}
\]

To maximize (1), we estimate the gradient of \( \mathcal{F} \) with respect to model parameter \( \Theta \):

\[
\sum_v p(v|S, \Theta) \left[ \frac{\partial \log p(y|v, S, \Theta)}{\partial \Theta} + \log p(y|v, S, \Theta) \frac{\partial \log p(v|S, \Theta)}{\partial \Theta} \right].
\]

The first term in the summation is the gradient of classification prediction. Since our classification network is pre-trained outside the
MV-RNN, we simply omit this term. The second term can be used to train the NBV regression network by “simulating” the classification of $S$ with a sequence of $T$ views, starting from a random view. To avoid examining exponentially many view combinations over time, we sample the views at each time step using Monte Carlo method: $\hat{v}_{t}^{m} \sim p(v_{t}|S, \Theta) = \mathcal{N}(v_{t}; \tilde{v}_{t}, \Sigma)$, where $\tilde{v}_{t}$ is the estimated view at time step $t$ and $\Sigma$ is a predefined standard deviation (referred to as view variance). The training is performed for $M$ episodes. So the gradient becomes:

$$\frac{1}{M} \sum_{m=1}^{M} \sum_{t=1}^{T} \log p(y|\hat{v}_{t}^{m}, S, \Theta) \frac{\partial \log p(\hat{v}_{t}^{m}|S, \Theta)}{\partial \Theta}, \tag{2}$$

The log-likelihood $\log p(y|\hat{v}_{t}^{m}, S, \Theta)$ can be approximated by a variance-bounded reward function $R_{t}^{m}$ (see definition below) indicating the correctness of classification at each time step. Using the baseline technique [Mnih et al. 2014] to center the reward, the gradient corresponds to the REINFORCE learning rule in a Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP) [Williams 1992].

**Reward.** At each time step, the robot receives a reward signal $r_{t}$. The accumulative reward until time step $t$ is: $R_{t} = \sum_{t=1}^{T} r_{t}$. Our objective in each training episode is to maximize the accumulative reward during a time period of $T$, as shown in Equation (3). In practice, we train our model using varying instead of fixed $T$, to accommodate the unknown number of views required in each episode. The definition of the reward at each time step takes both classification result and sensor movement into account. Specifically, the reward is composed of the prediction accuracy against ground-truth, the information gain of the current classification prediction over the last one, as well as the movement cost caused by view change:

$$r_{t} = H_{t}(p_{t}, \tilde{p}) + I_{t}(p_{t}, p_{t-1}) - C_{t}, \tag{4}$$

The first term measures the classification accuracy as the cross-entropy between the predicted distribution $p_{t}$ and the ground-truth one $\tilde{p}_{t}$, which is exactly the log-likelihood $\log p(y|\hat{v}_{t}^{m}, S, \Theta)$ in Equation (2). To bound its variance, we approximate it with a binary indicator function:

$$H_{t}(p_{t}, \tilde{p}) = \begin{cases} 1 & y = \arg \max_{y} \log p(y|\hat{v}_{t}^{m}, S, \Theta) \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

The information gain is defined as decrease of Shannon entropy:

$$I_{t}(p_{t}, p_{t-1}) = H(p_{t-1}) - H(p_{t}), \tag{5}$$

with $H(p) = -\sum_{y} p(y) \log p(y)$. The movement cost is defined as the great circle distance between $v_{t-1}$ and $v_{t}$, normalized by the maximum possible arc movement:

$$C_{t} = \frac{\sqrt{(\Delta \rho)^{2} + (\Delta \phi)^{2}}}{\sqrt{(\Delta \rho)^{2} + (\pi \rho_{m})^{2}}}, \tag{6}$$

where $\Delta \rho = \rho_{t} - \rho_{t-1}$ and the same goes for $\Delta \phi$. $\Delta \rho_{m}$ is the maximum possible change of radius and $\rho_{m}$ the maximum viewing radius allowed. Note that minimizing the movement cost alone would simply keep the view unchanged. This is compensated by the first two terms, which force the agent to change view, to gain new information while making correct prediction.

**MV-RNN inference and inaccessible views handling.** Starting from an initial view, the robot keeps performing depth acquisition and model inference, until the classification certainty is sufficiently high. At each time step, the acquired depth image is passed through MV-RNN to predict object class and regress the next best view. There are cases where some predicted NBVs are physically inaccessible. With our MV-RNN model, this physical restriction can be naturally handled by inputting a null feature ($\tilde{v}_{t} = \emptyset$) into the view aggregation network, which means that the first-layer hidden units pass on the values of the last step: $h_{t} = h_{t-1}$. Since the second-layer hidden units are trained to avoid generating views which were selected before, our model would simply skip the inaccessible view and continue the observation with new views. Another practical issue is object occlusion, which often has severe adverse effect on model inference. We resolve this problem by enhancing the visual feature learning of CNN1, which will be discussed in the next.

**5 Visual feature learning enhancement**

We propose two essential enhancements to the visual feature extraction. The first is a hierarchical organization of the shape collection to facilitate accurate, coarse-to-fine classification. We employ a cluster-and-classify scheme to discover fine-level classes in an unsupervised fashion, and enhance the visual feature learning to be discriminative against those classes. To deal with object occlusion, we introduce a part-level attention mechanism and learn occlusion-tolerant focus-driven features at each node of the hierarchy.

### 5.1 Hierarchical 3D shape classification

Starting from the root containing all 3D shapes, we construct a hierarchy of coarse-to-fine classifiers, to partition the shape collection into a hierarchical organization. At the root node, the coarsest-level
classifier is trained over all models to classify them into their categories which are pre-defined in the database (e.g., the top-level semantic labels in ShapeNet). Specifically, we use MV-CNN due to its state-of-the-art performance. At each of the following nodes, an enhanced MV-CNN is trained using the set of shapes associated with that node, by fine-tuning the network of its parent node. These finer-level classifiers are relaxed such that one shape may be classified into more than one classes. Nodes that contain less than 50 shapes are set as leaf-nodes. At each leaf-node, an instance-level classifier is trained using every single shape as a class.

**Unsupervised fine-grained class discovery.** At each non-root node, we perform an unsupervised cluster-and-classify process to cluster the associated shapes into \( K \) overlapping groups, while training a relaxed classifier based on these overlapping groups. Specifically, we first perform clustering using the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), based on the initial features learned by the MV-CNN (output by CNN) of its parent node. For each shape \( S_i \), GMM sets a probability vector \( p_i \in \mathbb{R}^K \) with \( p_i(k) \) indicating the probability of \( S_i \) belonging to cluster \( k \). Instead of computing a hard partitioning over the shape set, we allow overlap among clusters by stipulating that a shape \( S_i \) belongs to cluster \( k \) if \( p_i(k) > p_o \), where \( p_o \) is referred to as overlap probability.

In the classification step, a relaxed MV-CNN classifier is trained based on the clustering result. Specifically, we train a \((K+1)\)-way classifier, with a dummy class corresponding to all overlapping regions. A shape \( S_i \) which is clustered into \( k \)-th cluster with sufficient confidence, \( p_i(k) > p_o \) (classify probability), is used as a training datum with label \( k \). All the remaining shapes are labeled to the dummy class. This training is efficient since it only amounts to fine-tuning the MV-CNN of current node based on its parent node. The refined features are effective in discriminating the above training data, leading to a better clustering for \( K \) clusters in the next iteration. The alternating clustering and classification repeats until the clusters become stable. If a shape is classified into the dummy class, we use the associated GMM to determine to which exact overlapping region it belongs, and duplicate it in each of the nodes corresponding to those overlapping clusters. Figure 5 visualizes the effect of feature enhancement by plotting the feature embedding of a set of shapes being clustered into five classes with overlap.

5.2 Focus-driven occlusion-tolerant features

From a given view of observation, the key to successfully recognizing an object in the presence of occlusion is to learn features that could robustly spot informative visible parts of the partially occluded object, and accurately discriminate shape class based on those parts. To this end, we introduce part-level attention to the depth feature encoding in terms of a given shape classification task. This results in focus-driven features which attend only to the parts which are both visible and characteristic, and base the classification on these focused parts instead of the entire depth image.

Our basic idea is to train a part-level CNN and use the learned mid-level filters as focuses to drive characteristic part discerning and part-based shape discrimination. The part-level CNN is trained at each node of the classification hierarchy we have constructed, based on the associated 3D shapes with their class labels. Figure 6 shows the pipeline of our focus-driven feature encoding.

**Focus extraction.** At a given node of the hierarchy, we collect the depth images rendered for the associated 3D shapes from all sampled views. From each depth image, we randomly extract a set of patches using selective search [Uijlings et al. 2013], representing various parts of the 3D shapes observed from a specific view. These patches are used to train a part-level CNN over the associated shape classes (Figure 6a). An empirical observation on this part-level CNN is that neurons of its hidden layers exhibit strong grouping pattern; a group of neurons may be especially sensitive to some specific part [Xiao et al. 2015]. Inspired by this, we extract the learned convolutional filters from a middle convolutional layer, and cluster them using self-tuning spectral clustering [Zelnik-Manor and Perona 2004]. The dissimilarity between filters is measured by the Earth Mover’s Distance. The filters corresponding to the cluster centers, denoted as \( \{ f_k \}_{k=1}^K \), represent potential focuses to attend for part-sensitive feature encoding (Figure 6b).

**Focus-driven feature encoding.** We desire features encoding information for both part discerning and part-based discrimination. The former can be achieved by performing sliding-window convolution operations over the input depth image, using the learned focus filters. Parts which are relevant to the focus filters will receive high activations. A part-based feature can be constructed by concatenating the activation values corresponding to all the filters, after max pooling operations as in [Bansal et al. 2015]. To further endow the feature with discriminating power against the shape classes, we train a discriminative model for each focus filter and encode the classification information into the feature.

Suppose there are two classes at a given node of the hierarchy. For each focus filter in \( f_k \), we train an activation-weighted SVM (Figure 6b, right) using all the patches extracted before, \( \{ (x_j, y_j) \}_{j=1}^m \), by minimizing the following weighted loss function:

\[
L^w(\sigma) := \sum_{j=1}^m w_{ij} \ell(y_j, \sigma(x_j)),
\]

where \( \sigma \) is the SVM decision function. The weight \( w_{ij} \) takes the activation of patch \( x_j \) by the convolution filter \( f_k \). To perform this convolution, the patch needs to be re-scaled into the filter size. The distance between two patches, used by SVM, is the Euclidean distance between their features extracted by the part-level CNN above. When there are more than two classes, the SVM can be replaced by multiple weighted one-vs-all SVMs plus a soft-max classifier, which produces a probability distribution over all classes.
The final feature combines both filter response and classification prediction. Specifically, given a depth image, we use each focus filter $f_i$ to perform sliding-window operation over it. For each window patch $x_l$, we compute both convolution activation $a$ and classification probability $p_l$ over classes $k = 1, \ldots, K$. The feature entry corresponding to filter $f_i$ and class $k$ is:

$$u(f_i, k) := \max_i (a(x_l \odot f_i) \cdot p_l (y_l = k | x_l)).$$

Consequently, the feature for a depth image is a $K \times F$ dimensional vector for $K$ classes and $F$ focus filters; see Figure 6(c).

Our focus-driven feature encoder is used to enhance the MV-RNN, by substituting its CNN$_1$ while re-training the CNN$_2$. In contrast to the features encoding the information of the entire image, our attention-based features focus on many distributed local parts, each of which may contribute to shape characterization. This increases the chance that the shape is recognized under partial occlusion. Figure 7 demonstrates several examples of learned focus filters, along with the classification of their strongly activated patches. The results show that the corresponding shapes can be correctly classified with various focuses. In practice, we used two levels of patch size in both focus learning and feature encoding, to attain scale-invariance.

6 Realizing online object identification

**Coupling hierarchy and MV-RNN.** We now describe how to use the classification hierarchy to guide both training and testing of the MV-RNN. The procedures for both are similar, as shown in Algorithm 1. Let us describe the training process for example. Given a training 3D shape from database, we “simulate” the active identification of it based on rendered depth images. Starting from the root node, we traverse the hierarchy for coarse-to-fine classification while performing MV-RNN inference for view estimation.

The depth image rendered from the current view is passed into MV-RNN for shape classification (Line 5). Here, the subnetworks for classification in MV-RNN take the feature encoder and CNN$_2$ trained for the current node (see the correspondingly colored sub-networks in Figure 8). The MV-RNN then proceeds to regress the NBV (Line 7). The above process is repeated until the classification is sufficiently certain, when the traverse moves down to the child node corresponding to the predicted class (Line 11). Note that not every node needs acquiring new depth images; if the classification at a node is sufficiently confident, given the ever-acquired ones, the traverse directly moves on. The MV-RNN is trained with the rewards calculated based on the classification (Line 5 and 9). The process of testing is the same, except that neither reward calculation nor network tuning is needed.

**Online object identification.** Our online object identification can be integrated into a standard pipeline of online scene reconstruction using a depth camera [Choi et al. 2015], to automate scene modeling based on 3D model retrieval [Salas-Moreno et al. 2012]. We base our method on the auto-scanning system in [Xu et al. 2015a] (running on a PR2 robot holding a Microsoft Kinect v2) for reconstructing a rough scene geometry. The main purpose of this rough reconstruction is (1) to facilitate 3D segmentation for object extraction and background removal, (2) to provide a basis for scene modeling by 3D model placement and, (3) to support the testing of physical constraints. These tasks do not require detailed scene geometry, so we disable the scan refinement phase in the original system. The object identification is based purely on depth images, but not on the reconstructed geometry which is too rough.

Based on the partial and rough scene reconstruction, we perform...
Based on the partially reconstructed scene geometry, we can examine the physical accessibility of a NBV candidate and skip it by feeding null input into MV-RNN as described in Section 4.3. Specifically, we test accessibility based on the partially reconstructed scene geometry. This is implemented with the collision detection package built on top of ROS (Robot Operating System) [ROS 2014]. If the accessibility test fails for 10 estimated NBVs consecutively, the recognition halts with a failure.

7 Implementation, results and evaluation

7.1 Parameters and statistics

Database and preprocessing. We have tested our method with two large-scale 3D shape datasets: (1) The ShapeNet dataset containing 57, 452 3D shapes in 57 top-level object categories; (2) The Princeton ModelNet40 dataset [Wu et al. 2015] collecting 12, 311 models in 40 coarse-level classes. Each 3D model is rendered into a basic set of 2.5D depth images from 52 sampled views, serving as multi-view training data. The views are sampled in the spherical coordinate system around the shape center, with 5, 8 and 2 discretizing levels on azimuthal angle, polar angle and radius distance, respectively. The two distance levels are chosen as 1.5ℓ (near) and 3ℓ (far) with ℓ being the diagonal length of shape bounding box. All depth values are normalized into [0, 255].

To tolerate camera shifting and tilting in real acquisition and meanwhile avoid overfitting, we perform camera jittering to augment the training data. Specifically, for each view, we introduce ±5% perturbed depth images through altering its viewing direction by an angle up to ±10° for near view and ±3° for far one. If the rendered model occupies less than 20% area in a perturbed depth image, we discard the image. Consequently, each 3D shape contributes an enhanced set of 260 training depth images in total.

Classification hierarchy. The construction of classification hierarchy is initialized by training the coarsest level classifier using the available top-level semantic classes. At each node in the following levels, a relaxed K-way MV-CNN classifier is trained using the enhanced view set of each shape. At a leaf node with less than 50 models, we train an instance-level classifier. Table 1 reports some statistics about the hierarchies built for the ShapeNet and ModelNet40 databases, respectively.

A key factor to the performance of object identification is the classification accuracy at top levels; early mistakes can lead to dramatically wrong result. The latter is in fact non-trivial to avoid in the incremental observation setting, since the initial view can be arbitrarily bad, making the top-level classification difficult. To mitigate this issue, we make two design choices. Firstly, when learning the relaxed classifier, we allow a larger overlap for higher level nodes by starting from a large overlap probability, \( p_o = 0.3 \), and raising it by 20% for every level down, until the maximum value of 0.6 is reached. The classify probability is fixed (\( p_c = 0.8 \)) for all levels. Secondly, in both training and testing of MV-RNN (Algorithm 1), we set a higher entropy threshold \( h_t \), used for judging the confidence of classification, for higher level nodes. This is to avoid mis-classification at high levels by forcing the robot to gather more views before making a decision. Specifically, we set \( h_t = 0.98 \) for the top level and decrease it by 5% for every level down until reaching the minimum value of 0.9.

Table 1: Statistics on the classification hierarchies built with two databases. K is the number of clusters/branches for each node in the intermediate levels. The rest three values are the maximum, minimum and averaged depth of hierarchy, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database</th>
<th>#Model</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>( D_{min} )</th>
<th>( D_{max} )</th>
<th>( D_{avg} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ShapeNet</td>
<td>50, 673</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ModelNet40</td>
<td>12, 311</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MV-RNN. Our MV-RNN takes a focus-driven feature as input, and outputs a vector of three view parameters. The unit size for each of the hidden layers is 1024. We use the ReLU activation functions for all hidden layers, \( f(x) = \max(0, x) \), for fast training. There are about 315M parameters in total being optimized with stochastic gradient descent. This does not include those of the sub-networks for feature encoding and classification, which have been pre-trained outside MV-RNN. The hyper-parameters used in training MV-RNN are critical for a successful policy learning. Figure 9 demonstrates the evaluations of four key hyper-parameters used in MV-RNN, which helped us in choosing their values. The hyper-parameters we evaluate include: 1) the learning rate, which is the step size in gradient descent; 2) the mini-batch size which is the number of input training data for each training cycle (iteration); 3) the view variance, i.e., the standard deviation in the Monte Carlo view sampling (see Section 4.3); 4) the scaling factor of reward used to stabilize the learning process. For each hyper-parameter, we plot the recognition accuracy over epoch (number of training cycles), under different parameter settings.

Larger learning rates lead to faster convergence, however, an overly large value may cause stability issue (Figure 9a). We use 0.005 in our implementation. A large mini-batch size generally stabilizes the training but also slows down the convergence (Figure 9b); we choose 128. The view variance indicates how large a range the view sampling searches around the expectation during MV-RNN training (see Equation (2)). A large range would increase the chance of finding a better view, but sacrifice the training speed at the same time (Figure 9c). We set the variance to 0.3. From Figure 9(d), it is clear that scaling down the reward in each training cycle helps
stabilize the training, for which we use 0.5. As such, the selections of these hyper-parameters were carried out experimentally and once appropriate settings have been found, we adhere to them.

Complexity and timing. The complexity of hierarchy construction is $O(N \log K N)$, with $N$ being the total number of models and $K$ the number of clusters for each node. Both MV-RNN learning and inference can be seen as tree search with time complexity $O(\log K N)$. Table 2 reports the timings for the various components running on a workstation with an Intel® Xeon E5-2670 @ 2.30GHz $\times$ 24, 64GB RAM and an Nvidia® Quadro M5000 graphics card.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database</th>
<th>Hierarchy</th>
<th>Focus</th>
<th>MV-RNN train</th>
<th>MV-RNN test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ShapeNet</td>
<td>47 hr.</td>
<td>39 hr.</td>
<td>49 hr.</td>
<td>0.1 sec.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ModelNet40</td>
<td>23 hr.</td>
<td>21 hr.</td>
<td>22 hr.</td>
<td>0.1 sec.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Timings for hierarchy construction, focus-driven feature learning, MV-RNN training and testing are listed for the two databases. MV-RNN testing is for a single NBV prediction.

7.2 Evaluation and comparison

NBV estimation. To evaluate the performance of NBV estimation, we compare our MV-RNN against four alternative methods. We implemented two baseline view planners, i.e., Random, which selects the next view randomly among candidates and, Farthest, which chooses the view which is farthest away from the previous one (distance measured by arc-length). We also compare to the recent state-of-the-art NBV technique proposed along with the 3DShapeNets [Wu et al. 2015], as well as the MaxVisible, a baseline built on top of their work. The latter estimates NBV as the view which is farthest away from the NBV to have a better chance to jump out of the inaccessible region. Therefore, the quality of the SNBV at time step $t$, denoted as $\hat{v}_t$, can be measured with respect to the NBV $v_t$: $\eta(\hat{v}_t) = H_I(p_t, \hat{p}_t)I_t(p_t, v_t)d_{arc}(\hat{v}_t, v_t)$, where $H_I$ and $I_t$ are defined similarly as in Equation (5-6). $d_{arc}$ is the normalized arc-length distance.

Figure 10(a) plots the recognition rate over the number of views. Our method obtains the steepest accuracy increase. To further compare the efficiency of the NBV predictions, we plot in (b) the information gain of different views, which is the decrease of Shannon entropy of the classification probability distribution. Compared to the alternatives, our NBV sequences attain larger information gain in early steps, demonstrating their effectiveness. In addition, our NBV estimation is much faster than 3DShapeNets. Besides the view-based representation we adopt and the fast testing of RNN, an important reason is that our method is specifically targeted to fully trained for NBV problem, while 3DShapeNets, proposed as a generic shape representation, is not particularly optimized for it. We also tested the effect of movement cost incorporation for our method. The result shows that taking movement cost into account saves 26% moving distance on average, when the same classification accuracy is reached for both cases.

NBV estimation under occlusion. The advantage of our method shall be best demonstrated in real scenarios where the targeted objects are partially occluded due to scene clutter. We evaluate this on a benchmark dataset containing both synthetic and real test scenes, with inter-object occlusion (see a summary of the data collection in the supplemental material). The targeted objects in all test scenes are labeled with a ground-truth finest-level category (defined in ShapeNet) manually. The classification accuracy is measured against the finest-level categories of ShapeNet. Our method is trained with ShapeNet dataset while using only the top-level classes as supervision. For comparison, we show in Figure 11 results of our method with focus-driven and MV-CNN (using CNNs) feature extraction, respectively. Results of Random and Farthest with MV-CNN are also provided in the same plot. The results show that our MV-RNN, enhanced by focus-driven depth features, achieves significantly higher accuracy on both synthetic and real data, demonstrating its strong resilience against occlusion.

Handling inaccessible views. In real scenarios, predicted views are sometimes inaccessible due to various physical constraints. In this case, the agent has to estimate a second best view (referred to as SNBV). A good SNBV should be 1) informative, delivering both high accuracy and large information gain and, 2) distant away from the NBV to have a better chance to jump out of the inaccessible region. Therefore, the quality of the SNBV at time $t$, denoted as $\hat{v}_t$, can be measured with respect to the NBV $v_t$: $\eta(\hat{v}_t) = H_I(p_t, \hat{p}_t)I_t(p_t, v_t)d_{arc}(\hat{v}_t, v_t)$, where $H_I$ and $I_t$ are defined similarly as in Equation (5-6). $d_{arc}$ is the normalized arc-length distance. Table 3 compares the quality of the SNBV selected at different time steps, by our method (with and w/o movement cost), 3DShapeNets and two baselines, with the same settings as in Figure 10. All results are obtained on the classification
task on ModelNet40 and averaged over all shapes tested. The inserted figure shows an interesting phenomenon of our SNBV selection. For shapes possessing symmetries, the SNBV (green arrow) tends to be nearly symmetric to the NBV (red arrow), with respect to the symmetry plane/axis. The corresponding depth images, as well as the focused parts, are shown to the right.

### Robustness against view perturbation.
In real settings, views can hardly be taken precisely. One main reason is that accurate estimation of object center is difficult due to imperfect object location and segmentation. There are two mechanisms in our method designed for handling imperfect view observation: (1) allowing variable viewing distance in NBV estimation and (2) tolerating camera shifting by view jittering. In this experiment, we evaluate the effect of these two factors on the robustness against view perturbation. To do so, we introduce view perturbations during the testing phase of virtual identification, based on camera jittering similar to training data generation in Section 7.1. We evaluate the performance of identification using L2 distance between the (focus-driven) features of the query model and the identified one. The smaller the distance, the better the identification performs. In Figure 12, we plot the histogram of the number of models (drawn from ShapeNet) for various feature distance intervals. The result demonstrates that our method gains robustness with both view jittering and distance sampling.

### Evaluation of focus-driven features.
We first evaluate the performance of our focus-driven feature encoding for varying patch size and focus filter count. The task is fine-grained classification, conducted over four fine-grained datasets collected from ShapeNet, each with five ground-truth subcategories. Table 4 summarizes the four datasets. Each dataset is split into training (80%) and testing (20%) subsets. Our feature learning is conducted on full depth images without occlusion. We then train a soft-max classifier using the training data with focus-driven feature encoding. To stress test our features for partial occlusion, we add synthetic occlusion to every single-view depth image rendered for testing shapes by randomly putting a square mask of 0.15–0.45 of the input image size. Figure 13 reports the average classification accuracy for different feature learning settings. A noteworthy fact is although the feature learning is performed on non-occluded inputs, the final features work quite well on occluded ones.

### Comparison of instance-level 3D shape classification.
For instance-level classification, we compare our hierarchical method against the classical Vocabulary Tree (VT) [Nister and Stewenius 2006], which was originally proposed for 2D images and then extended to 3D shapes by Atanasov et al. [2014]. Note, however, VT is conceptually different from our method in that it utilizes a classification tree to organize local features, instead of data instances like ours, to compute a global feature encoding. For reference, the results of MV-CNN and 3DShapeNets are also reported. For a fair comparison, our hierarchical classifiers adopt MV-CNN. The experiment was conducted on the four fine-grained datasets. While our method is trained with only the top-level labels, all the other methods are trained as an instance-level classifier with each shape as a distinct class. Figure 15 plots the retrieval results (precision-recall curves) for each dataset separately. Our method, albeit trained only

---

**Table 4: Statistics of four datasets with fine-grained subcategories, collected from ShapeNet [Su et al. 2015c].**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>#M</th>
<th>#C</th>
<th>Details (100 models per category)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Airplane</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>jet, straight-wing, fighter, delta-wing, swept-wing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bed</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>single, bunk, king-size, couch, hammock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chair</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>armchair, folding, swivel, four-leg, sofa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Table</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>round, slice, desk, kitchen, counter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 11:** Comparison of performance of NBV selection on synthetic and real data with occlusion. Our method with focus-driven feature encoding (FD) delivers significantly better accuracy.

**Figure 12:** Plots of #models for different intervals of feature distance between query and identified. When perturbation is added in test, the performance (red bars) degrades dramatically compared to the ideal case (blue). The performance is significantly improved when view jittering is added in training data (green).

**Figure 13:** Accuracy of fine-grained classification on four datasets with varying patch sizes (a) and focus filter counts (b). The classification is performed on single-view images with partial occlusion.

---

**Comparison of instance-level 3D shape classification.** For instance-level classification, we compare our hierarchical method against the classical Vocabulary Tree (VT) [Nister and Stewenius 2006], which was originally proposed for 2D images and then extended to 3D shapes by Atanasov et al. [2014]. Note, however, VT is conceptually different from our method in that it utilizes a classification tree to organize local features, instead of data instances like ours, to compute a global feature encoding. For reference, the results of MV-CNN and 3DShapeNets are also reported. For a fair comparison, our hierarchical classifiers adopt MV-CNN. The experiment was conducted on the four fine-grained datasets. While our method is trained with only the top-level labels, all the other methods are trained as an instance-level classifier with each shape as a distinct class. Figure 15 plots the retrieval results (precision-recall curves) for each dataset separately. Our method, albeit trained only
with weak supervision, achieves better results than the alternatives, due to the efficient hierarchical organization of shape collection.

Visualization of attentions. To visually investigate the behavior of our attention model, in Figure 16, we visualize the attended regions on both acquired depth images and retrieved shape surfaces, for the identification of several real objects. Along with the sequence of depth images, we show the attended parts during the process of coarse-to-fine classification. The surface-based attention plot is done by back-projecting the focused parts in depth images onto the surface of the finally identified shape. The representative shapes associated with each node, during hierarchy traversing, are also shown along the sequence, to provide a visual correlation between the attended regions and the current classification task.

Besides robot-operated object identification in real scenes, we also test our algorithm on the newly released excellent dataset of RGBD object scans [Choi et al. 2016]. This dataset provides for each object a round scan of RGBD video captured by humans. Since the depth frames do not come with camera transformations, we run SLAM-based depth fusion [Nielner et al. 2013] with each depth video and record the camera transformation for each frame. This parameterized depth video serves as our viewing space, from which our method can acquire depth observations: Given a view parameter output by our NBV estimator, a depth image can be retrieved from the closest view in the space. The results show that our method can correctly recognize the objects with plausibly planned views. More results can be found in the supplemental material.

Results on real scenes. We have tested our method in scanning and modeling three real scenes including an office (Figure 1), an apartment and a cybercafe (Figure 17), based on the ShapeNet database. For each scene, we show two corners containing several objects recognized and retrieved by our system. Among the segmented objects, our system achieves a recognition rate of 42%, for the three scenes on average. Although we have devised special mechanisms to deal with occlusion and physical constraint, the recognition rate in real scenes is still relatively low mainly due to two reasons. First, our method relies on 3D segmentation for object proposal and background removal in depth images. However, correct object segmentation itself is quite challenging when scene is cluttered. Second, our current implementation does not consider contextual information among scene objects. The latter has been shown to be quite useful in resolving ambiguities (e.g. the failure case in Figure 17) in 3D scene modeling in several previous works [Fisher et al. 2012; Xu et al. 2013; Chen et al. 2014].

8 Discussion, limitations, and future work

We have presented a technique for estimating next-best-views while increasing the confidence in identifying an object during the course of depth acquisition. The identified 3D models are retrieved from shape database and then placed into the partially reconstructed scene. Our NBV technique is data-driven; it learns a large set of shapes and expects to identify (re-identify) one of them, to match the object of interest, by an efficient series of scans. To model the sequential nature of view planning, we propose a recurrent 3D attention model which simultaneously optimizes for observation views, focused parts and classification accuracy. Results demonstrate that our method is quite effective for object identification in real scenarios with occlusion and inaccessibility issues.

Coupling of hierarchy and MV-RNN. In our 3D attention model, MV-RNN is bound with the classification hierarchy, for both training and testing. Such coupling conforms well to our conceptual design of object identification with progressive, coarse-to-fine perceptions. Essentially, the hierarchy guides the coarse-to-fine search, based on an efficient organization of the 3D shape database. MV-RNN learns these “guiding rules” and compiles them into a principled viewing policy. A potential issue with this coupling, however, is the trained MV-RNN may not work an stand-alone NBV estimator independent on the hierarchy. This is because the training of MV-RNN is highly task-driven. This could be a restriction: when the hierarchy is significantly updated with newly added shape categories, the MV-RNN should be re-trained. An interesting future direction is how to minimize the re-training through, e.g., incremental update of RNN, or how to achieve transductive learning with RNN.

Alternative occlusion handling. A straightforward alternative is to train a classification model on data with synthetic occlusion. While this approach might work well when sufficient training data is supplied to a deep learning model, we opted for a more principled solution by introducing part-level attention into feature encoding. Besides the much less training data required and faster patch-level processing, we believe our method is more versatile in handling intra-class shape variations since we only look at characteristic parts but not their exact spatial positions. However, it is worth investigating the utilization of contextual information among
Integrating two levels of attention. In our current framework, the two levels of attention are employed separately, in NBV estimation and view feature extraction, respectively. A natural question is whether it is possible to integrate the two in one optimization framework, leading to an attention model that selects regions on shape surface by simultaneous view and fixation estimation.

Instance-level classification. The instance-level classifiers at leaf nodes are actually trained with a small number (less than 50 in our implementation) of 3D shapes. This may potentially lead to overfitting. However, this is acceptable for our case since the task at leaf nodes is identification within a candidate set, which is actually not expected to generalize. If the object of interest does not appear in the shape set of the reached leaf node, the instance-level classifier would still return the most similar shape anyways.

Limitations. The main limitations of our method include:

- Recognizable objects: The classes of recognizable objects are confined to the 3D model database. For objects which are unseen in the database, our system would fail to recognize. Also, since our classification relies only on depth cues, it cannot recognize objects without distinct shape characteristics. A failure case can be found in Figure 17, where the rolled-up quilt on the bed is mistakenly recognized as a CD player. Our method does not work well for tiny objects (e.g. a mouse) either, since the small depth range makes it hard to recognize.

- Recovering from mistakes: Although special considerations have been made (Section 7), early mis-classification is still unavoidable. An early mis-classification is fatal to our method since we currently do not support backtracking during hierarchy traversing. When doing backtracking in the hierarchy, the MV-RNN inference should be simultaneously rolled back for a corresponding number of time steps. This requires storing the internal states of all past steps in the history.

- Background clutter: This problem is orthogonal to partial occlusion. In fact, background clutter has adverse effect on...
focus-driven feature encoding by distracting its attentions. Currently, we remove background based on the 3D geometry-based object segmentation. A more self-contained solution is to consider background during training, by generating training data with synthetic background clutter.

Future work. Besides addressing the above issues and limitations, we would also like to explore the potential of our technique for RGB cameras with no depth. We believe such extension is straightforward, which amounts to training shape classifiers using rendered RGB images [Su et al. 2015b]. Incorporating RGB input, on the other hand, would lead to another interesting direction of multi-modal object recognition, by jointly utilizing 3D shape and 2D image databases. Indeed, joint shape analysis based on 2D and 3D data is receiving much attention lately [Li et al. 2015b; Hueting et al. 2015]. Another interesting direction is to let NBV prediction assist segmenting an object of interest against its background directly in multi-view depth images, for which intelligently selected views are necessary to make the task easier.
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